
The Prague's evolution into capitol of the new republic is divided into three
stages, split by two wars. The progress of the city begun deep in the era of the
Austria-Hungary imperium – in the middle of the 19th century, when the new town
council was elected from czech townsman upper classes. It led into the process
started with series of construction and administration projects. The city was
upgraded with new bridges, railwaystations. On the place of the fortified walls,
which were cancelled in the year 1866, shortly after Prussian-Austrian war, was
quickly built piles of houses that bound inner Prague with it's suburbs. The
administration were trying to connect the Prague's suburbs with the inner city but
only few of them this procesess accepted. The foursome of the inner satellites
(Žižkov, Karlín, Královské Vinohrady and Smíchov363) this projects declined and
until the World War I remained on their own.
Building of the logistic sites city underwent from the middle of the 19th
century. First two logistic sites, the water supply system and the sewer system,
were ancient systems supplying the city from the Middle Age. As the city was
growing, the systems weren't able to maintain their main purposes, so the town
council took action to rebuild them to prevent huge hygienic damages. The water
supply system had been finally rebuilt in the years 1899 – 1914 and the sewer
system in the years 1892 – 1906. Since the moment that population of the Prague
started using clean water from Káraný, where the new water plant had been built,
and it's sludge water was cleaned in the new clean station in the Bubeneč next to
Císařský ostrov. The amount of the illnesses that had been devastating the health of
the Praguer's dramatically decreased.
The gas works started it's existence in Prague in the year 1844 and the
electrics in the year 1878. First gas plant was built in that year in the district of
Karlín by a private company from Vratislav and shortly after it had been finished in
the year 1846, started the gas plant to supply the Prague's street lights. Since the
cooperation with the company had been really inexpedient for the city, the Prague
built it's own gas plant in the district of Žižkov, opening it in the year 1865. 


